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THE INTEGRAL POLYTOPE GROUP
FLORIAN FUNKE
Abstract. We show that the Grothendieck group associated to integral poly-
topes in Rn is free-abelian by providing an explicit basis. Moreover, we identify
the involution on this polytope group given by reflection about the origin as
a sum of Euler characteristic type. We also compute the kernel of the norm
map sending a polytope to its induced seminorm on the dual of Rn.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. The set of polytopes in a real finite-dimensional vector space
V forms a commutative monoid under pointwise addition, also called Minkowski
sum, and we denote its Grothendieck group by P(V ). Given a finitely generated
free-abelian group H , a polytope in VH = H ⊗Z R is integral if all of its vertices
lie in H . This condition determines a subgroup P(H) ⊆ P(VH) called the integral
polytope group. Identifying polytopes which are translates of each other produces
a quotient PT (H) of P(H).
Our motivation for studying these groups is that they are the places where coarse
versions of algebraic invariants from low-dimensional topology take values in. These
are obtained by (variations of) the following procedure: Let R be a ring and G a
group, and denote by pr : G→ H1(G)f the projection onto the free part of the first
integral homology H1(G) of G. Let R ∗G be a crossed product ring (e.g., the usual
group ring or a twisted Laurent polynomial ring, see [Lu¨c02, Section 10.3.2]) and
assume that it does not contain zero-divisors. Then the map
P : R ∗Gr {0} → P(H1(G)f ), x 7→ P (x) = convex hull(pr(supp (x)))
satisfies P (x · y) = P (x) + P (y). If R ∗ G satisfies the Ore condition (see, e.g.,
[Lu¨c02, Definition 8.14]) with respect to T = R∗G\{0}, then P passes to the units
of the localization D = T−1(R ∗G) and induces a group homomorphism
(1.1) P : D×ab → P(H1(G)f ), b
−1a 7→ P (a)− P (b).
Since D is a skew-field, there is an isomorphism K1(D) ∼= D
×
ab given by the
Dieudonne´ determinant [Ros94, Corollary 2.2.6]. Thus we may push forward any
invariant with values in K1(D) to a polytope invariant with values in P(H1(G)f ).
This procedure can be applied to twisted and higher-order Alexander polynomi-
als [McM02,COT03,Coc04,Har05, Fri07, FH07, FV10]. It has most recently been
examined and applied by Friedl-Lu¨ck [FL16a,FL16b] to their universal L2-torsion
in order to construct the L2-torsion polytope, see also [FK16]. On the other hand,
a thorough understanding of the polytope group itself is just beginning to emerge
[FL16b,CFF17].
An integral polytope P ⊆ VH induces a seminorm on HomZ(H,R) by setting
‖ϕ‖P = max{ϕ(p)− ϕ(q) | p, q ∈ P},
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and the equation ‖ϕ‖P+Q = ‖ϕ‖P + ‖ϕ‖Q is immediate. The set of (set-theoretic)
maps Map(HomZ(H,R),R) is a group under pointwise addition, and we obtain a
group homomorphism
(1.2) N : P(H)→ Map(HomZ(H,R),R), P −Q 7→ ‖ · ‖P − ‖ · ‖Q.
McMullen’s Alexander norm, Harvey’s higher-order Alexander norms, and the
Thurston norm of a compact connected orientable 3-manifold M with empty or
toroidal boundary are in the image of N ◦ P for suitable varying skew-fields D, see
[FH07] and [FL16b]. While the Alexander norm and its higher-order friends are
also defined for HNN extensions of free groups, [FL16b] makes way for an analogue
of the Thurston norm for these HNN extensions.
One motivation for a better understanding of the integral polytope group is to lift
the known inequalities between these seminorms [McM02,Har06] to the polytope
classes in P(H1(G)f ) inducing them. Such a conceptual reason might help to put
the newly defined Thurston norm of HNN extensions of free groups into a bigger
picture. This strategy was exploited in [FK16] to show that if the free base group is
of rank 2, then this Thurston norm satisfies inequalities with the higher Alexander
norms which are completely analogous to the 3-manifold setting.
1.2. Connections to toric geometry. A toric variety is an irreducible algebraic
variety X containing a torus TN ∼= (Cn)∗ as a Zariski open subset such that the
action of TN on itself extends to an action on X , compare [CLS11, Definition
3.1.1]. The interplay between toric varieties on the one hand and polytopes on
the other hand is well-established, see [CLS11,BG09,GKZ08,Stu96]. The standard
construction producing a toric variety from a full-dimensional integral polytope
P ∈ P(Zn), or more generally from a fan, is one example of this connection, see
[CLS11, Definition 2.3.13] or [GKZ08, Definitiion 4.2].
Recall that the Picard group Pic(X) of a projective variety X is defined as the
group of isomorphism classes of line bundles over X with multiplicaton induced by
the tensor product. A line bundle L is ample if, roughly speaking, some power Lk
admits enough global sections so as to construct an embedding X → PN . Am-
ple line bundles determine a subgroup Picamp(X) ⊆ Pic(X). If X is a normal
projective toric variety, then X is induced by a fan F as mentioned above, see
[GKZ08, Theorem 4.3 (a)]. Thus [BG09, Theorem 10.11] implies that there is a
homomorphism
Picamp(X)→ PT (H),
where H is a free-abelian group whose rank is equal to the dimension of the Zariski
open torus of X . The image of this homomorphism is contained in the set of
polytopes with normal fan equal to F . We hope that this connection sparks further
analysis of the integral polytope group and its subgroups.
1.3. Results. It is proved in [FL16b, Lemma 3.8] that P(H) embeds into a count-
ably infinite product of infinite cyclic groups. Therefore, a theorem of Specker
[Spe50] states that P(H) is an infinitely generated free-abelian group for every
finitely generated free-abelian group H . While this conclusion is interesting, it
does not provide any geometric insight. We fill this gap by providing an explicit,
geometrically tangible basis for P(H). More explicitly, given a subgroup G ⊆ H ,
let PmT (G) denote the subgroup of PT (G) generated by polytopes of dimension at
most m. Then our main result is as follows:
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Theorem 4.5 (Basis for the integral polytope group). Let H be a finitely
generated free-abelian group. Then there are sets B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Bn ⊆ PT (H)
such that Bm \ Bm−1 contains only polytopes of dimension m and Bm ∩PT (G) is a
basis for PmT (G) for every pure subgroup G ⊆ H and 1 6 m 6 n. In particular, Bn
is a basis for PT (H).
The methods used in its construction also produce a basis for the real vector
space P(V ). Moreover, since there is a split short exact sequence
0→ H → P(H)→ PT (H)→ 0,
the above theorem also gives a basis for P(H).
Secondly, we show that the natural involution ∗ : P(V )→ P(V ) on the polytope
group given by reflection about the origin has a description in terms of the faces of
a polytope.
Theorem 5.2 (Involution as face Euler characteristic). Let V be a finite-
dimensional real vector space and P ⊆ V be a polytope. Then we have in P(V )
∗P = −
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) · F,
where F(P ) denotes the set of faces of P (including P itself).
Finally, the main theorem of [CFF17] states that
ker
(
id− ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
= im
(
id + ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
.
We prove here the following dual statement.
Theorem6.4. We have
ker
(
id + ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
= im
(
id− ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
and
ker
(
id + ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
= im
(
id− ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
.
It is well-known that two integral polytopes P and Q induce the same seminorm
on HomZ(H,R) if and only if P + ∗P = Q + ∗Q. By the latter theorem, this is
equivalent to the existence of an integral polytope R such that P + ∗R = Q + R,
thus directly relating P and Q; see Remark 6.2. Theorem 6.4 is used in [Fun17,
Proposition 6.3] to put restrictions on the possible shape of the L2-torsion polytope
of amenable groups.
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2. Preliminaries on the polytope group
Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space. A polytope in V is a subset
P ⊆ V which is the convex hull of finitely many points. The dimension of P is
the dimension of the smallest affine subspace U ⊆ V containing P . Its boundary
∂P ⊆ P is the boundary of P inside U .
Given two polytopes P and Q in V , their Minkowski sum is defined as
P +Q = {p+ q ∈ V | p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}.
The Minkowski sum is cancellative in the sense that P1 + Q = P2 + Q implies
P1 = P2, see e.g. [Sch93, Lemma 3.1.8]. It turns the set of polytopes in V into a
commutative monoid. The polytope group of V , denoted by P(V ), is defined as the
Grothendieck group of this monoid, i.e., elements in P(V ) are formal differences
P − Q, subject to the equality P − Q = P ′ − Q′ if and only if P + Q′ = P ′ + Q
holds as subsets in V . The image of a polytope P in P(V ) will still be denoted by
P in order to avoid an overload of notation.
Let H be a finitely generated free-abelian group. A polytope P in VH = H⊗ZR
is integral if it is the convex hull of finitely many points in H considered as a lattice
inside VH . In this case we sometimes say that P is a polytope in H . The set of
integral polytopes forms a submonoid of the monoid of polytopes in VH , and its
Grothendieck group will be denoted by P(H).
There is a map of real vector spaces
V → P(V ), v 7→ {v}
and we denote the cokernel of this map by PT (V ), where the subscript T stands
for translation. We define PT (H) similarly. Thus two integral polytopes in VH
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determine the same class in PT (H) if and only if they are translates of each other.
There are natural inclusions P(H) → P(VH) and PT (H) → PT (VH). Moreover, a
group homomorphism f : H → H ′ of finitely generated free-abelian groups induces
morphisms
P(f) : P(H)→ P(H ′);
PT (f) : PT (H)→ PT (H
′).
by sending the class of a polytope P to the class of the polytope (R⊗ f)(P ). If f
is injective, then both P(f) and PT (f) are easily seen to be injective as well. Thus
if G ⊆ H is a subgroup, then we will always view P(G) (respectively PT (G)) as a
subgroup of P(H) (respectively PT (H)).
Given a polytope P ⊆ V , we denote by ∗P = {−p ∈ V | p ∈ P} the polytope
obtained from P by reflection about the origin. We obtain an involution
∗ : P(V )→ P(V ), P −Q 7→ ∗P − ∗Q
which induces involutions on PT (V ), P(H), and PT (H).
Example 2.1. Integral polytopes in VZ = R are just intervals [m,n] ⊆ R starting
and ending at integral points. Thus we have P(Z) ∼= Z2, where an explicit isomor-
phism is given by sending the class [m,n] to (m,n−m). Under this isomorphism,
the involution corresponds to ∗(k, l) = (−l − k, l). Similarly, PT (Z) ∼= Z, where an
explicit isomorphism is given by sending the element [m,n] to n−m. The involution
∗ on PT (Z) is the identity.
3. Geometric tools
In this section we will review a few basics of polytope theory and build up the
geometric language used in the construction of a basis for P(H).
Throughout, we let z ∈ Rn denote the point (0, ..., 0, 1) and Z ⊆ Rn the 1-
dimensional polytope whose vertices are 0 and z. We denote by z⊥ the orthogonal
complement of z with respect to the standard inner product.
3.1. Face maps. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space. A hyperplane
H ⊆ V is a subset of the form H = {x ∈ V | ϕ(x) = c} for some ϕ ∈ Hom(V,R) and
c ∈ R. A hyperplane in Rn is horizontal if it is a translate of z⊥, and a polytope
in Rn is horizontal if it lies in a horizontal hyperplane.
Definition 3.1. Given ϕ ∈ Hom(V,R) and a polytope P ⊆ V , then we let
Fϕ(P ) = {p ∈ P | ϕ(p) = max{ϕ(q) | q ∈ P}}
and call it the face in ϕ-direction. A subset F ⊆ P is called a face if Fϕ(P ) = F
for some ϕ ∈ Hom(V,R). A face is a polytope in its own right, and its codimension
is defined as
codim(F ⊆ P ) = dim(P )− dim(F ).
A face of codimension 1 will be referred to as a facet. The set of faces of P will be
denoted by F(P ). Note that F(P ) includes the codimension 0 face P .
It is easy to see that Fϕ(P +Q) = Fϕ(P ) + Fϕ(Q) for any two polytopes. This
implies that we obtain an induced face map
(3.1) Fϕ : P(V )→ P(V ), P 7→ Fϕ(P )
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which is a group homomorphism.
If P ⊆ Rn is a polytope of dimension n and F is a facet, then there is up to
positive scalar a unique ϕ ∈ Hom(Rn,R) with Fϕ(P ) = F . The face F will be
called bottom, vertical, or top face depending on whether ϕ(z) < 0, ϕ(z) = 0, or
ϕ(z) > 0.
A face F of P is a bottom (resp. vertical, top) face if and only if the face ∗F of
∗P is a top (resp. vertical, bottom) face.
3.2. Height and shadow maps. Given a subset S ⊆ Rn, the convex hull of S
will be denoted by hull(S). Moreover, we call
h(S) = inf{xn | x ∈ S}
the height of S. It is obvious that h(S + T ) = h(S) + h(T ), so that we get an
induced homomorphism
h : P(Rn)→ R, P 7→ h(P ).
Given some h ∈ R consider the map
(3.2) ch : R
n → Rn, (x1, ..., xn) 7→ (x1, ..., xn−1, h),
which we can think of as compressing the vector space to a horizontal hyperplane.
Definition 3.2. The shadow of a polytope P ⊆ Rn is defined as
Sh(P ) = hull(P ∪ ch(P )(P )).
The shadow of a (integral) polytope is again a (integral) polytope and allows us
to increase the dimension in a simple controlled fashion. It comes perhaps not as
a surprise that it will be our main tool to build a basis for P(Zn) out of one for
P(Zn−1). In this process, it is crucial that taking shadows preserves the algebraic
structure, as shown by the next lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Given two polytopes P,Q ⊆ Rn, we have
Sh(P +Q) = Sh(P ) + Sh(Q)
and hence we obtain a well-defined group homomorphism
Sh: P(Rn)→ P(Rn), P 7→ Sh(P )
called shadow map.
Proof. It is well-known that for any subsets S, T ⊆ Rn we have
hull(S + T ) = hull(S) + hull(T ),
see, e.g., [Sch93, Theorem 1.1.2]. Hence it suffices to show that
(3.3) hull((P +Q) ∪ ch(P+Q)(P +Q)) = hull((P ∪ ch(P )(P )) + (Q ∪ ch(Q)(Q))).
Note that h(P + Q) = h(P ) + h(Q). The inclusion ⊆ already follows from the
inclusion of the underlying sets
(3.4) (P +Q) ∪ ch(P+Q)(P +Q) ⊆ (P ∪ ch(P )(P )) + (Q ∪ ch(Q)(Q)).
For the inclusion ⊇, let p ∈ P ∪ch(P )(P ) and q ∈ Q∪ch(Q)(Q), and we will show
that p+q is contained in the left-hand side of (3.3). This is obvious if (p, q) ∈ P ×Q
or (p, q) ∈ ch(P )(P )× ch(Q)(Q).
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Let us now assume that p ∈ P and q ∈ ch(Q)(Q). Write q = ch(Q)(q
′) for some
q′ ∈ Q. Then p+ q lies on the convex hull of the points p+ q′ and ch(P )(p) + q =
ch(P+Q)(p+ q
′). By inclusion (3.4), these latter points lie in
hull((P ∪ ch(P )(P )) + (Q ∪ ch(Q)(Q)))
and hence so does p+ q. The case p ∈ ch(P )(P ) and q ∈ Q is completely analogous.

It is straightforward to see that Sh: P(Rn) → P(Rn) induces shadow maps on
P(Zn), PT (Rn), and PT (Zn).
Remark 3.4. The choice of min instead of max in Definition 3.2 is of course
arbitrary. Completely analogously, we may define an upper height map
h+ : P(Rn)→ R, P 7→ max{xn | x ∈ P}
and an upper shadow map
Sh+ : P(Rn)→ P(Rn), P 7→ hull(P ∪ ch+(P )(P )).
Then the equations
h+(∗P ) = −h(P ) and Sh+(∗P ) = ∗Sh(P )
are easy to verify.
3.3. Partition relations. In this section we extend results from [CFF17, Section
3.2] on how to manipulate Minkowski sums geometrically. Take a hyperplane H =
{x ∈ V | ϕ(x) = c} for some ϕ ∈ Hom(V,R) and c ∈ R. Given a polytope P ⊆ V ,
the two halves of P with respect to H are defined as
P+ = {p ∈ P | ϕ(p) > c}
P− = {p ∈ P | ϕ(p) 6 c}.
Of course, ϕ is unique only up to scalar and so the subscripts in the notation
are arbitrary. Note that a half is either empty, a face of P or a subpolytope of
codimension 0.
The geometric process of cutting P along H into the two halves P+ and P−
yields the following algebraic equation.
Lemma 3.5 (Cutting relation). Let P, P+, P−, H ⊆ V be as above. Then
P+ + P− = P + (P ∩H).
Proof. This is proved in [CFF17, Lemma 3.2]. 
In our application it is necessary to cut a polytope along more complicated
subsets. For this the following notion, borrowed from [Kho97], will be convenient.
Definition 3.6. A partition of a polytope P ⊆ V is a finite set Π of polytopes in
V such that
(1)
⋃
Q∈ΠQ = P ;
(2) If Q ∈ Π and F ⊆ Q is a face, then F ∈ Π;
(3) If Q1, Q2 ∈ Π and Q1 ∩Q2 6= ∅, then Q1 ∩Q2 is a face in both Q1 and Q2.
The elements of Π that have the same dimension as P are called the pieces of Π.
For notational convenience that will become clear in Proposition 3.8, let
Π∂ = {Q ∈ Π | Q 6⊆ ∂P}.
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Example 3.7. (1) Given a polytope P , let F(P ) denote the set of all faces of
P (including the codimension 0 face P ). Then F(P ) is a partition of P .
(2) Let P ⊆ V be a polytope and let H1, ..., Hm ⊆ V be a collection of hy-
perplanes. Let Π be the set that contains the closure of every connected
component of P \
⋃m
j=1Hj , together with all its faces. It is easy to see that
Π is indeed a partition of P , which we call the partition of P with respect
to H1, ..., Hm. If P ∩
⋃m
j=1Hj ⊆ ∂P , then we obtain the trivial partition of
part (1) as a special case.
The next proposition is an extension of Lemma 3.5 as well as a direct analogue
of [Kho97, Proposition 3] although the proof is of entirely different nature.
Proposition 3.8 (Partition relation). Let P ⊆ Rn be a polytope and Π be a parti-
tion of P . Then we have in P(Rn) the equation
P =
∑
Q∈Π∂
(−1)codim(Q⊆P ) ·Q.
Proof. Since the statement does not depend on the ambient space, we may assume
that P is full-dimensional.
We first deal with the case that Π comes from a collection of hyperplanes
H1, ..., Hm ⊆ R
n as in Example 3.7 (2). We proceed by induction on m, where
the base case m = 1 is precisely Lemma 3.5.
For the induction step from m − 1 to m, we denote the two halves of P with
respect to Hm by P±, and write PH = P ∩Hm. We may assume that P± are codi-
mension 0 subpolytopes of P since we could otherwise discard Hm in the collection
of hyperplanes without changing the induced partition of P . Further let Π+ (resp.
Π−, ΠH) be the partition of P+ (resp. P−, PH) with respect to H1, ..., Hm−1. By
the induction hypothesis we have
P = P+ + P− − PH
P± =
∑
Q∈Π∂
±
(−1)codim(Q⊆P±) ·Q
PH =
∑
Q∈Π∂
H
(−1)codim(Q⊆PH ) ·Q.
(3.5)
Because of the boundary condition, we have a disjoint decomposition
Π∂ = Π∂+ ∪Π
∂
− ∪ Π
∂
H ,
which, together with (3.5), implies the desired equation.
For a general partition Π, let H be the set of those hyperplanes in V which
contain a (dim(V ) − 1)-dimensional polytope of Π. Let Σ be the partition of P
with respect to H. We can think of Σ as obtained from Π by extending the facets
of Π through P , see Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. If the straight lines indicate Π, then the
straight and dashed lines together indicate Σ.
For each S ∈ Π let ΣS be the partition of S with respect to H. From the first
part we know
P =
∑
Q∈Σ∂
(−1)codim(Q⊆P ) ·Q(3.6)
S =
∑
Q∈Σ∂
S
(−1)codim(Q⊆S) ·Q.(3.7)
As in the first case, it is straightforward to check that there is a disjoint decompo-
sition
(3.8) Σ∂ =
∐
S∈Π∂
Σ∂S .
Now (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) give
P =
∑
Q∈Σ∂
(−1)codim(Q⊆P ) ·Q
=
∑
S∈Π∂
∑
Q∈Σ∂
S
(−1)codim(Q⊆P ) ·Q
=
∑
S∈Π∂
∑
Q∈Σ∂
S
(−1)codim(Q⊆S)+codim(S⊆P ) ·Q
=
∑
S∈Π∂
(−1)codim(S⊆P ) · S.

Remark 3.9. If P and all of the polytopes in Π are integral, then the final step
in the previous proof, i.e., the reduction to a partition coming from a collection
of hyperplanes produces possibly non-integral polytopes. Nevertheless, the final
equation contains only elements in the subgroup P(Zn) ⊆ P(Rn).
3.4. The shadow partition. Recall that a polytope in Rn is horizontal if it lies
in a translate of the hyperplane z⊥.
Definition 3.10. Let P ⊆ Rn be a polytope of dimension n.
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(1) P is grounded if it has only one bottom face and this bottom face is hori-
zontal. This unique bottom face will be called the ground.
(2) P is a pillar if there is a horizontal polytope Q and a k > 0 such that
P = Q+ k · Z.
(3) P is an almost-pillar if it has a unique bottom face and a unique top face.
We record the following properties and leave their proofs as an easy exercise.
Lemma 3.11. (1) Let P ⊆ Rn be a grounded polytope of dimension n whose
ground G is contained in the hyperplane H = {x ∈ Rn | xn = h}. Then the
image of the grounding map
g : P → Rn, (x1, ..., xn) 7→ (x1, ..., xn−1, h)
is G.
(2) Every pillar is an almost-pillar.
(3) For any polytope P ⊆ Rn such that dim(Sh(P )) = n, Sh(P ) is grounded.
(4) If P ⊆ Rn is contained in a hyperplane which is not horizontal and
dim(Sh(P )) = n, then Sh(P ) is a grounded almost-pillar.
Lemma 3.12. Let P be a polytope such that ∗P is a grounded almost-pillar. Let
F be the unique bottom face of P . Then there exists a pillar Q and a grounded
almost-pillar S such that in P(Rn) we have
P = Q+ F − S.
Proof. The easy case where P is a pillar is left to the reader. If P is not a pillar,
define S = Sh(F ). By the previous lemma S is a grounded almost-pillar. The union
Q = S ∪ P is a pillar, and cutting Q along F = P ∩ S produces the relation
Q = P + S − F
by the cutting relation (see Lemma 3.5). 
The following proposition will be one of the main tools for building a basis since
it tells us how a polytope can be decomposed into smaller pieces in a controlled
way. We can then invoke the partition relation (see Proposition 3.8) to turn this
decomposition into a group-theoretic relation.
Proposition 3.13 (Shadow partition). Let P ⊆ Rn be a grounded polytope. For
every top face F of P , let
(3.9) P (F ) = Sh(F ) + (h(F )− h(P )) · ∗Z.
Then the set
Π =
⋃
F⊆P
top face
F(P (F ))
is a partition of P (see also Figure 2) that will be referred to as the shadow partition
of P . If P is integral, then the shadow partition contains only integral polytopes.
Proof. The second condition on a partition, namely that faces of elements in Π are
themselves in Π (see Definition 3.6), is clear.
Next we prove P =
⋃
Q∈ΠQ. Let g : P → G be the grounding map. For any
point p ∈ P there exists a top face F and f ∈ F such that g(p) = g(f). Then f
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Figure 2. The dashed vertical lines indicate the shadow
partition of a 2-dimensional grounded polytope. Within
each P (F ) as in (3.9), the dotted horizontal line is the
ground of Sh(F ).
and g(p) are contained in P (F ). Since p is a convex combination of f and g(p) and
P (F ) is convex, we see p ∈ P (F ). Hence P ⊆
⋃
Q∈ΠQ. For the reverse inclusion,
we observe
h(P (F )) = h(Sh(F )) − h(F ) + h(P ) = h(P )
from which the inclusion P (F ) ⊆ P follows since P is grounded.
We finally need to show that for any Q,Q′ ∈ Π the intersection Q∩Q′ is empty
or a face in both of them. It suffices to do this for elements in Π with maximal
dimension. If Q = P (F ), Q′ = P (F ′), then Q ∩ Q′ = ∅ if F ∩ F ′ = ∅. Otherwise
F ∩ F ′ is a face in both F and F ′, and so
Q ∩Q′ = Sh(F ∩ F ′) + (h(F ∩ F ′)− h(P )) · ∗Z
is a face in Q and Q′.
If P is integral, then for all top faces of P the shadow Sh(F ) is integral, and
h(F ) and h(P ) are integers. Thus P (F ) is integral. 
3.5. Vertical stretching. This short section recalls [CFF17, Lemma 3.3] in a
slightly more detailed form.
Lemma 3.14 (Vertical stretching). Let H = {x ∈ Rn | xn = h} be a horizontal
hyperplane. Then for every integral polytope P ⊆ Rn of dimension n, there exists
an integer k > 0 such that for Q = P + k · (Z + ∗Z) we have:
(1) Q ∩H = ch(Q) is an integral polytope;
(2) One half Q+ of Q with respect to H is grounded;
(3) The other half Q− is such that Q−∗ is grounded.
Proof. The value k = max{|pn − h| | p ∈ P} will do. The details can be found in
[CFF17, Lemma 3.3]. 
4. A basis for the integral polytope group
4.1. The subinduction step: Increasing the dimension of the polytopes.
In this section we construct an explicit basis for P(Zn), built from bases for the
various subgroups of Zn. Roughly speaking, we throw together all these bases
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and their images under the shadow map. In order for this to work, we need a
compatibility condition on these bases which ensures that they fit together. For
this, we need the following notation.
Definition 4.1. Let H be a finitely generated free-abelian group. Given 1 6 m 6
n, we denote by PmT (H) the subgroup of PT (H) generated by the polytopes of
dimension at most m.
Secondly, we want to avoid considering subgroups of the same rank nested inside
each other.
Definition 4.2. Let H be a finitely generated free-abelian group. A subgroup
G ⊆ H is pure if there is a subspace U ⊆ VH such that G = U ∩H .
Note that a subgroup of H is pure if and only if it is a direct summand of H .
Proposition 4.3 (Adding the last dimension). Let n > 2. Assume that there are
sets B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Bn−1 ⊆ PT (Zn) such that
(1) Bm ∩ PT (G) is a basis for PmT (G) for every pure subgroup G ⊆ Z
n and
1 6 m 6 n− 1;
(2) Bm \ Bm−1 contains only polytopes of dimension m.
Then there is a set Cn ⊆ PT (Zn) containing only polytopes of dimension n such
that Bn−1 ∪ Cn is a basis for PT (Zn).
Proof. Let
Cn = { Sh(B) | B ∈ Bn−1, Sh(B) is n-dimensional }.
We first prove that Bn := Bn−1 ∪ Cn is a generating set for PT (Zn). Let 〈S〉 ⊆
PT (Zn) denote the subgroup generated by a subset S.
Let P ⊆ Rn be an integral polytope. We may assume without loss of generality
that P is n-dimensional, otherwise add the unit n-cube to it which we already know
to lie in 〈B1〉 ⊆ 〈Bn〉 – the n-cube is the Minkowski sum of horizontal and vertical
unit segments.
Note that in PT (Zn) we have Z = ∗Z. By vertical stretching (see Lemma 3.14),
there is k ∈ Z and a horizontal hyperplane H such that P + k · Z intersects H in
an integral polytope P ′ and cutting along this intersection produces a grounded
half P+ and a half P− such that ∗P− is grounded. By the cutting relation (see
Lemma 3.5), we have in PT (Zn)
P = P+ + P− − P
′ − k · Z,
and since P ′ and Z lie by assumption in 〈Bn−1〉, it suffices to deal with P+ and P−
individually.
First we take care of P+. Note that P+ is a grounded polytope with ground P
′.
Let Π be the shadow partition of P+ in the sense of Proposition 3.13. All polytopes
in Π of dimension at most n− 1 lie in 〈Bn−1〉. The remaining elements of Π are of
the form
P (F ) = Sh(F ) + (h(F )− h(P )) · ∗Z
for some top face F ⊆ P+. If we show that all the polytopes P (F ) lie in 〈Bn〉, then
the partition relation (see Proposition 3.8) implies P+ ∈ 〈Bn〉.
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By assumption there are Bi ∈ Bn−1 and λi ∈ Z such that F =
∑k
i=1 λi ·Bi. By
Lemma 3.3 the shadow map is a group homomorphism, so we have
(4.1) Sh(F ) =
k∑
i=1
λi · Sh(Bi).
If Sh(Bi) is n-dimensional, then Sh(Bi) ∈ Cn ⊆ Bn, and otherwise Sh(Bi) ∈ 〈Bn−1〉.
Hence it follows from (4.1) that Sh(F ) and therefore P (F ) lie in 〈Bn〉.
In order to deal with P−, it suffices to show that 〈Bn〉 is closed under the invo-
lution. Let B ∈ Bn. Again by assumption, there is nothing to prove if B ∈ Bn−1,
so let B ∈ Cn. Then B is a grounded almost-pillar by Lemma 3.11. Lemma 3.12
applies to produce a pillar Q and a grounded almost-pillar S such that
∗B = Q+ ∗F − S,
where F is the top face of B. We have Q, ∗F ∈ 〈Bn−1〉. Since S is a grounded
polytope, we may proceed with it as with P+ to verify S ∈ 〈Bn〉, and so ∗B ∈ 〈Bn〉.
This completes the proof that 〈Bn〉 = PT (Zn).
Next we prove that Bn is linearly independent. Assume that we have pairwise
distinct elements P ij ∈ Bi \ Bi−1 and integers λ
i
j ∈ Z for 1 6 i 6 n and 1 6 j 6 si
such that
(4.2)
n∑
i=1
si∑
j=1
λij · P
i
j = 0.
Since Bn−1 is linearly independent, it suffices to show that λnk = 0 for all 1 6
k 6 sn. For this we first need an auxiliary step.
Claim: If Pn−1k ∈ Bn−1 such that Sh(P
n−1
k ) is n-dimensional, then λ
n−1
k = 0.
Let H ⊆ Rn be the rational hyperplane containing Pn−1k . Then G = H ∩ Z
n is
a pure subgroup. Since Sh(Pn−1k ) is n-dimensional, H is not horizontal, so there is
ϕ ∈ Hom(Rn,R) and c ∈ R with H = {x ∈ Rn | ϕ(x) = c} and ϕ(z) < 0. Since
face maps are linear (see (3.1)), applying the face map in ϕ-direction to (4.2) yields
the equation
(4.3)
n∑
i=1
si∑
j=1
λij · Fϕ(P
i
j ) = 0.
in PT (G). We claim that Fϕ(P ij ) has dimension n − 1 if and only if i = n − 1
and P ij ∈ PT (G). The ’if’-part is obvious. The ’only if’-part is obvious except for
the full-dimensional Pnj , 1 6 j 6 sn. But since P
n
j is grounded by Lemma 3.11
(3) and ϕ(z) < 0, we have Fϕ(P
n
j ) = Fϕ(A), where A is the ground of P
n
j . Since
A is horizontal and ϕ(z) < 0, Fϕ(A) is a proper subface of A and thus at most
(n− 2)-dimensional.
This means that (4.3) breaks up into a sum x of (n− 1)-dimensional elements in
Bn−1 ∩PT (G) and a sum y in P
n−2
T (G). Since the basis Bn−1 ∩PT (G) of P
n−1
T (G)
extends the basis Bn−2 ∩ PT (G) of P
n−2
T (G), this can only happen if x = y = 0.
Hence λn−1j = 0 for all j such that P
n−1
j ∈ PT (G) which includes in particular
j = k. This proves the claim, which brings us to the original goal.
Claim: For all 1 6 k 6 sn we have λ
n
k = 0.
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Write Pnk = Sh(B) for some B ∈ Bn−1, and let H be the affine rational hyper-
plane containing B. Take ψ with H = {x ∈ Rn | ψ(x) = c} and ψ(z) > 0, and let
G = Zn ∩H . Notice that then
Fψ(P
n
k ) = Fψ(B) = B,
but the previous claim ensures that λn−1k = 0 if P
n−1
k = B. Thus the summands in
n∑
i=1
si∑
j=1
λij · Fψ(P
i
j ) = 0
are distinct elements of Bn−1∩PT (G) and elements lying in P
n−2
T (G). By the same
argument as in the previous claim we deduce λnk = 0. 
4.2. The induction step: Increasing the rank. We are now in a position to
prove the main result of this paper, i.e., the existence of a geometrically tangible
basis for the integral polytope group.
Construction 4.4. We construct subsets B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ ... ⊆ Bn ⊆ PT (Zn) by
induction as follows. For the base case, let B1 be the set of (translation classes
of) 1-dimensional polytopes in PT (Zn) which are not a proper multiple of another
(translation class of a) 1-dimensional polytope in PT (Zn).
For the induction step fromm−1 to m, we assume that the sets B1 ⊆ ... ⊆ Bm−1
have been constructed. Consider the set
Um = {U ⊆ Z
n | U is a pure subgroup of rank m}.
Given some U ∈ Um, Proposition 4.3 allows us to extend Bm−1 ∩ PT (U) to a basis
BUm of PT (U). Now put
Bm =
⋃
U∈Um
BUm.
Theorem 4.5 (Basis for the integral polytope group). The sets B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ ... ⊆
Bn ⊆ PT (Zn) constructed above have the following properties:
(1) Bm ∩ PT (G) is a basis for PmT (G) for every pure subgroup G ⊆ Z
n and
1 6 m 6 n;
(2) Bm \ Bm−1 contains only polytopes of dimension m.
In particular, Bn is a basis for PT (Zn).
Moreover, if A ⊆ Zn denotes a basis of Zn and B′n ⊆ P(Z
n) is a set of represen-
tatives for Bn ⊆ PT (Zn), then A∪ B′n is a basis for P(Z
n).
Proof. The proof also proceeds by induction. Clearly, B1 ∩ PT (G) is a generating
set for P1T (G) provided that G ⊆ Z
n is a pure subgroup. On the other hand, the
edges of the Minkowski sum of pairwise non-parallel segments are translates of these
segments. This readily implies that B1 is linearly independent.
For the induction step it is clear that Bm r Bm−1 contains only polytopes of
dimension m. We need to verify that Bm ∩ PT (G) is a basis for PmT (G) for every
pure subgroup G ⊆ Zn. For rank(G) 6 m− 1 this is obvious since Bm ∩ PT (G) =
Bm−1 ∩ PT (G) and PmT (G) = P
m−1
T (G). If rank(G) = m, then G ∈ Um, and thus
Bm ∩ PT (G) = BGm and PT (G) = P
m
T (G). Finally, let rank(G) > m and consider
the set
UGm = {U ⊆ G | U is a pure subgroup of rank m} ⊆ Um.
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Then PmT (G) is generated by the union of all PT (U) with U ∈ U
G
m. On the other
hand, each such PT (U) is generated by BUm ⊆ Bm. This shows that Bm ∩ PT (G)
generates PmT (G). It remains to prove that Bm is linearly independent. This is in
very much the same spirit as the corresponding proof of Proposition 4.3.
Let Pi ∈ Bm be pairwise distinct elements and λi ∈ Z (1 6 i 6 k) such that
s∑
i=1
λi · Pi = 0.
Again it suffices to prove λi = 0 for all i such that Pi ∈ Bm \ Bm−1 since Bm−1 is
assumed to be linearly independent. For a fixed Pj ∈ Bm \ Bm−1, let U ∈ Um be
such that Pj ∈ PT (U). Let H ⊆ Rn be a rational hyperplane such that
(4.4) U ∩ U ′ = H ∩ U ′
for every U ′ ∈ Um for which there exists an index i with Pi ∈ PT (U ′)∩(Bm \Bm−1).
Pick ϕ ∈ Hom(Rn,R) with H = kerϕ. Applying the face map induces the equation
s∑
i=1
λi · Fϕ(Pi) = 0.
Because of (4.4), Fϕ(Pi) is m-dimensional if and only if Pi is m-dimensional and
Pi ∈ PT (U), or in other words Pi ∈ BUm \ Bm−1, and the remaining summands lie
in Pm−1T (U). Since B
U
m extends the basis Bm−1 ∩ PT (U) of P
m−1
T (U), we see that
λi = 0 for all i such that Fϕ(Pi) is m-dimensional. In particular λj = 0 and the
proof is complete.
The ’moreover’-part follows directly from the split exactness of the sequence
0→ H → P(H)→ PT (H)→ 0
which was first proved in [FL16b, Lemma 3.8 (2)], but follows now also from the
fact that PT (H) is free-abelian. 
Example 4.6. Going through the proof of Theorem 4.5, we see that a basis for
PT (Z2) is given by the set comprising the 1-dimensional polytopes which are not
proper multiples of another integral polytope, and their shadows, which are rect-
angular triangles.
Remark 4.7. The above construction applies also to produce a basis for the real
vector space P(Rn). The only wording that needs to be replaced is pure subgroup
with subspace.
5. The involution as face Euler characteristic
In this section we identify the involution on the polytope group with the following
object. Recall that F(P ) denotes the set of faces of a polytope P , including P itself.
Definition 5.1 (Face Euler characteristic). Given a polytope P ⊆ V , we call
χF (P ) =
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) · F ∈ P(V )
the face Euler characteristic of P .
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It is at this point not clear that χF is additive on the Minkowski sum, so we
do not immediately obtain a map on all of P(V ). However, in this section we will
prove the following.
Theorem 5.2 (Involution as face Euler characteristic). For any polytope P ⊆ V
we have in P(V )
∗P = −χF(P ).
This theorem is inspired by [KP92, Theorem 2] and [McM89, Theorem 2]. The
latter result takes formally precisely the same form as ours, but it is there an equa-
tion in a so-called polytope algebra that carries the Minkowski sum asmultiplication,
and what we call cutting relation (see Lemma 3.5) as addition. We emphasize that
Theorem 5.2 restricts also to the integral polytope group since the faces of an
integral polytope are integral.
The following corollary can be seen as a combinatorial reminiscence of the fact
that the Euler characteristic of a closed odd-dimensional manifold vanishes and the
Euler characteristic of a closed even-dimensional manifold which bounds a compact
manifold is even.
Corollary 5.3. Let P ⊆ V be a symmetric polytope. Then we have in P(V )
∑
F∈F(P )
F 6=P
(−1)dim(F ) · F =
{
0, if dim(P ) is odd;
−2 · P, if dim(P ) is even.
The second corollary does not seem to be trivial right from the definitions either.
Corollary 5.4. Given polytopes P,Q ⊆ V we have
χF (P +Q) = χF(P ) + χF (Q).
The strategy for the proof of Theorem 4.5 serves as a road map for proving
Theorem 5.2: We show a partition relation for face Euler characteristics, prove the
statement for shadows, and combine these two facts to obtain the claim for any
grounded polytope. The general case follows easily from this special case.
Lemma 5.5. Let P ⊆ Rn be a polytope and H ⊆ Rn be a hyperplane. Denote the
two halves of P with respect to H by P+ and P−. Then
(5.1) χF(P ) + χF (P ∩H) = χF(P+) + χF(P−).
If Theorem 5.2 holds for any three of the polytopes P, P+, P−, P ∩ H, then it also
holds for the fourth.
Proof. We distinguish four cases as to how H cuts a face F ∈ F(P ):
(1) If F ∩H = ∅, then F is a face of one of the Pi and contributes (−1)
dim(F ) ·F
to both sides of (5.1).
(2) If F ∩ H = F , then F is a face of P+, P− and P ∩ H , and it contributes
(−1)dim(F ) · 2F to both sides.
(3) If F ∩H 6= F and F ∩H is a face of F , then F is a face of exactly one P±
and contributes (−1)dim(F ) · F to both sides. (Note that F ∩H will itself
then fall into case (2).)
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(4) Otherwise, the cutting relation (see Lemma 3.5) yields
(5.2) F + (F ∩H) = F+ + F−
for the two halves of F with respect to H . But F ∩ H is also a face in
P+, P− and P ∩ H which is not covered by the other cases. This means
that F contributes (−1)dim(F ) · (F − (F ∩ H)) to the left-hand side and
(−1)dim(F ) · (F+ + F− − 2 · (F ∩ H)) to the right-hand side. These two
values coincide by (5.2).
Every summand of the face Euler characteristics has now been accounted for exactly
once, so that (5.1) follows. The last statement follows from comparing this with
∗P + ∗(P ∩H) = ∗P+ + ∗P−. 
Proposition 5.6 (Partition relation for face Euler characteristics). Let P ⊆ Rn be
a polytope and Π be a partition of P . Then we have in P(Rn) the equation
χF(P ) =
∑
Q∈Π∂
(−1)codim(Q⊆P ) · χF(Q).
In particular, if Theorem 5.2 holds for all elements in Π, then it also holds for P .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.5 in exactly the same way as Proposition 3.8
(the partition relation) follows from Lemma 3.5 (the cutting relation). 
Next we show that Theorem 5.2 is true for the pieces in a shadow partition (see
Proposition 3.13).
Lemma 5.7 (Face Euler characteristics of shadows). Assume that Theorem 5.2 is
known for polytopes of dimension at most n− 1.
(1) If P ⊆ Rn is a polytope of dimension at most n− 1, then we have
∗Sh(P ) = −χF(Sh(P ));
(2) If P ⊆ Rn is a polytope of dimension at most n− 1, then we have
∗(P + Z) = −χF(P + Z);
(3) Let P ⊆ Rn be a polytope. Then Theorem 5.2 holds for P if and only if it
holds for P + Z (or equivalently P + ∗Z).
Proof. (1) We may assume that Sh(P ) is of dimension n. Recall that Sh(P ) is
grounded by Lemma 3.11. Let G ⊆ Sh(P ) be its ground and g : Sh(P )→ G be the
grounding map. Every face F ⊆ P such that F 6= g(F ) induces the following faces
of Sh(P ):
(i) F itself;
(ii) g(F ), which has the same dimension as F ;
(iii) The intermediate face Sh(F ) + (h(F ) − h(P )) · ∗Z, which has dimension
dim(F ) + 1. Alternatively, this face equals hull(F ∪ g(F )).
If F = g(F ), then we have the equality
F + g(F )− (Sh(F ) + (h(F )− h(P )) · ∗Z) = F + F − F = F.
Hence we may as well take the three summands above instead of F in the following
calculations. In this way we avoid a case analysis and notational overload.
The subsets of F(Sh(P )) corresponding to faces of type (i) and (ii) are F(P )
and F(G), respectively. By assumption we have ∗P = −χF(P ) and ∗G = −χF (G)
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since these are polytopes of dimension n− 1. Now we calculate using the additivity
of the shadow map (see Lemma 3.3)
χF(Sh(P ))
=
∑
F∈F(Sh(P ))
(−1)dim(F ) · F
=
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) · F +
∑
F∈F(G)
(−1)dim(F ) · F
+
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F )+1 · (Sh(F ) + (h(F )− h(P )) · ∗Z)
= χF(P ) + χF(G) − Sh(χF (P ))−
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) · (h(F )− h(P )) · ∗Z
= − ∗P − ∗G+ Sh(∗P )− h · ∗Z,
(5.3)
where we put
h =
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) · (h(F )− h(P )).
Note that since the faces of P determine a cell structure on P , we have∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) = χ(P ) = 1
and hence
h =
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) · (h(F )− h(P ))
=− h(P ) ·
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) +
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F ) · h(F )
= − h(P ) + h(χF (P ))
= − h(P )− h(∗P ).
(5.4)
Recall from Remark 3.4 that we may define a height and shadow map in the
opposite direction
h+ : P(Rn)→ Rn and Sh+ : P(Rn)→ P(Rn)
satisfying the equations
(5.5) h+(∗P ) = −h(P ) and Sh+(∗P ) = ∗Sh(P ).
Now consider the pillar
Sh(∗P ) ∪ Sh+(∗P ) = ∗G+ (h+(P )− h(P )) · ∗Z.
By (5.4) and (5.5) we have
Sh(∗P )∪ ∗Sh(P ) = Sh(∗P )∪ Sh+(∗P ) = ∗G+ (h+(P )− h(P )) · ∗Z = ∗G+ h · ∗Z.
By the cutting relation (see Lemma 3.5), cutting this pillar along ∗P gives
Sh(∗P ) + ∗Sh(P ) = ∗G+ h · ∗Z + ∗P.
We conclude by comparing this with equation (5.3)
∗Sh(P ) = ∗G+ h · ∗Z + ∗P − Sh(∗P ) = −χF(Sh(P )).
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(2) This part is similar to the first one. The face analysis, which we leave to the
reader, yields in this case
χF (P + Z) = χF (P ) + χF(P + z) +
∑
F∈F(P )
(−1)dim(F )+1 · (F + Z)
= 2 · χF(P ) + χ(P ) · z − χF (P )− χ(P ) · Z
= χF (P ) + z −Z
= − ∗ P − ∗Z
= − ∗ (P + Z).
(3) Assume that dim(P ) = n. There is a partition Π of P +Z that has the pieces
P and F + Z for all top faces F ⊆ P , see Fig. 3.
Figure 3. A partition of P +Z with pieces P and F +Z
for all top faces F ⊆ P .
By part (2) and the assumption, Theorem 5.2 holds for all elements of this
partition except possibly for P . Thus comparing the partition relation of polytopes
(see Proposition 3.8)
∗(P + Z) = ∗P +
∑
Q∈Π∂ ,Q6=P
(−1)codim(Q⊆P ) · ∗Q
with the partition relation for face Euler characteristics (see Proposition 5.6)
χF(P + Z) = χF (P ) +
∑
Q∈Π∂ ,Q6=P
(−1)codim(Q⊆P ) · χF(Q)
implies
∗P = −χF(P ) if and only if ∗ (P + Z) = −χF(P + Z).

For completeness we record the following trivial observation.
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Lemma 5.8. For any polytope Q we have F(∗Q) = ∗F(Q) and Theorem 5.2 is
true for Q if and only if it is true for ∗Q.
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let P be an arbitrary polytope. We prove the claim by
induction on the dimension of P . If dim(P ) = 0, then there is nothing to prove.
Let now n = dim(P ). By vertical stretching (Lemma 3.14) and Lemma 5.7 (3)
we may assume that P can be cut along a horizotal polytope into a grounded half
P+ and a half P− such that ∗(P−) is grounded. By the cutting relation for face
Euler characteristics (Lemma 5.5), Lemma 5.8, and the induction hypothesis, it
suffices to prove the claim in the special case that P is grounded.
We consider the shadow partition Π of P (see Proposition 3.13). Theorem 5.2
is true for all elements in Π by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 5.7 (1) and
(3). The two partition relations of Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 5.6 then imply
it for P . 
6. Polytopes with the same seminorm
The main result of [CFF17] states that
ker
(
id− ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
= im
(
id + ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
.
In this section we prove the dual result and put it in context with the following
seminorm map on the polytope group.
The set of (set-theoretic) maps Map(HomZ(H,R),R) is a group under pointwise
addition. An integral polytope in P ⊆ H ⊗ R induces a seminorm on HomZ(H,R)
by setting
‖ϕ‖P = max{ϕ(p)− ϕ(q) | p, q ∈ P}.
It is easy to verify ‖ϕ‖P+Q = ‖ϕ‖P + ‖ϕ‖Q which allows us to make the following
definition.
Definition 6.1 (Seminorm homomorphism). We call
N : P(H)→ Map(Hom(H,R),R), P −Q 7→ ‖ · ‖P − ‖ · ‖Q
seminorm homomorphism. It passes to the quotient PT (H) and the induced map
N : PT (H)→ Map(Hom(H,R),R)
is denoted by the same symbol.
Remark 6.2. Let H be a finitely generated free-abelian group. Then we have
ker
(
N : P(H)→ Map(Hom(H,R),R)
)
= ker
(
id + ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
;
ker
(
N : PT (H)→ Map(Hom(H,R),R)
)
= ker
(
id + ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
.
Namely, it is shown in [FL16b, Section 3.7] that two integral polytopes P and Q
satisfy P + ∗P = Q+ ∗Q if and only if ‖ · ‖P = ‖ · ‖Q.
Clearly this common kernel contains im
(
id − ∗ : P(H) → P(H)
)
(respectively
im
(
id − ∗ : PT (H) → PT (H)
)
), and in the remainder of this section we prove
that this is indeed an equality. In [CFF17] the strategy to prove the inclusion
ker(id − ∗) ⊆ im(id + ∗) was to stretch a hyperplane in the z-direction and then
cut it along z⊥ to obtain two halves which are involutions of each other. For the
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dual inclusion ker(id+ ∗) ⊆ im(id−∗) we need to glue halves of different polytopes
together. In order to ensure that this gluing process produces a polytope, we need
the following lemma. Recall the compression maps ch : R
n → Rn from (3.2).
Lemma 6.3 (Vertical gluing). Let H = {x ∈ Rn | xn = h} be a horizontal
hyperplane. If P,Q ⊆ Rn are two (integral) polytopes such that
(6.1) P ∩H = ch(P ) = ch(Q) = Q ∩H,
then the set P+ ∪ Q− is a (integral) polytope, where P+ denotes the upper half of
P and Q− denotes the lower half of Q with respect to H.
If additionally h = 0, i.e. H = z⊥, then we have:
(1) (P + ∗P ) ∩H = (P ∩H) + (∗P ∩H);
(2) (P + ∗P )+ = P+ + ∗(P−);
(3) (P + ∗P )− = P− + ∗(P+).
Proof. Denote the vertex sets of P+ resp. Q− by V (P+) resp. V (Q−). We will
show
P+ ∪Q− = hull(V (P+) ∪ V (Q−)),
where the inclusion ⊆ is obvious.
For the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show that P+ ∪Q− is convex. Let p ∈ P+
and q ∈ Q−, and take a convex combination x = t · p+(1− t) · q. Since P+ and Q−
are convex, we may assume that x ∈ H (and deal with other convex combinations
inside P+ and Q− individually). We can also write x = t · ch(p) + (1 − t) · ch(q).
Assumption (6.1) then implies that x ∈ P ∩H = Q ∩H ⊆ P+ ∪Q−. This finishes
the proof of the first statement.
In the equalities (1), (2), and (3), the inclusion ⊇ is true irrespective of the
assumption that P ∩H = ch(P ).
To prove ⊆ in (1), let p ∈ P, q ∈ ∗P with pn+ qn = 0. Then p+ q = c0(p+ q) =
c0(p) + c0(q) which lies in (P ∩H) + (∗P ∩H) since by assumption c0(P ) = P ∩H
and thus c0(∗P ) = ∗c0(P ) = ∗(P ∩H) = ∗P ∩H .
To prove ⊆ in (2), let p ∈ P, q ∈ ∗P with pn+ qn > 0. If pn, qn > 0, then p ∈ P+
and q ∈ ∗(P−) and we are done. If pn > 0 and qn 6 0, then take p′ = p + qn · z
and q′ = q − qn · z = c0(q). We have p′ ∈ P+ since it is a convex combination of
p and c0(p) ∈ P , and we have q′ ∈ ∗(P−) since c0(∗P ) = ∗P ∩ H ⊆ ∗(P−). Thus
p+ q = p′ + q′ ∈ P+ + ∗(P−).
The third claim is proved similarly. 
Theorem 6.4. We have
ker
(
id + ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
= im
(
id− ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
and
ker
(
id + ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
= im
(
id− ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
.
Proof. We deal with P(H) first. Again the inclusion ⊇ in the claim ker(id + ∗) =
im(id−∗) is obvious. For the opposite inclusion, we proceed again by induction on
the rank of H ∼= Zn. If n = 0, then there is once more nothing to prove.
Let P −Q ∈ ker(id + ∗), so
(6.2) P + ∗P = Q+ ∗Q.
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After vertical stretching (see Lemma 3.14), we may assume
(6.3) P ∩H = c0(P ) and Q ∩H = c0(Q),
where here and henceforth we let H = z⊥. Then Lemma 6.3 (1) together with (6.2)
implies
(P ∩H) + (∗P ∩H) = (Q ∩H) + (∗Q ∩H).
We may therefore apply the induction hypothesis to (P ∩H)− (Q∩H) and obtain
an integral polytope R contained in H such that
(6.4) (P ∩H) + ∗R = (Q ∩H) +R.
Clearly P + ∗R− (Q + R) ∈ ker(id + ∗), and it suffices to prove that this element
lies in im(id−∗). To ease notation, put A = P + ∗R and B = Q+R. We see from
(6.3), (6.4) and the fact that R lies in H the equalities
G := c0(A) = A ∩H = (P ∩H) + ∗R = (Q ∩H) +R = B ∩H = c0(B).
We are therefore in the situation of Lemma 6.3 so that the two halves A+ and
B− (with respect to H) can be glued together to give a polytope S = A+ ∪ B−.
Moreover, Lemma 6.3 (3) gives
(6.5) A− + ∗(A+) = (A+ ∗A)− = (B + ∗B)− = B− + ∗(B+).
If we put T = S − B, then several applications of the cutting relation (see
Lemma 3.5) yield
T − ∗T = S − ∗S −B + ∗B
= (A+ + B− −G)− (∗A+ + ∗B− − ∗G)− (B+ +B− −G) + (∗B+ + ∗B− − ∗G)
= A+ +B− + ∗B+ − ∗A+ −B+ −B−
(6.5)
= A+ +A− + ∗A+ − ∗A+ −B+ −B−
= (A+ + A− −G)− (B+ +B− −G)
= A−B,
which completes the proof for P(H).
We deduce the statement for the quotient PT (H) as follows. The map
sym: PT (H)→ P(H), P −Q 7→ P + ∗P − (Q+ ∗Q)
is well-defined and fits into the commutative diagram
P(H)
id+∗
//

P(H)

PT (H)
id+∗
//
sym
99
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
PT (H),
where the vertical maps are the projections. Since sym(x) is a difference of two
polytopes which are symmetric about the origin, sym(x) is a point if and only if it
is zero. This implies
ker
(
id + ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
= ker
(
sym: PT (H)→ P(H)
)
.
Because of the commutative diagram above, any preimage of an element x ∈
ker
(
sym: PT (H)→ P(H)
)
in P(H) lies in
ker
(
id + ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
= im
(
id− ∗ : P(H)→ P(H)
)
.
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Thus
ker
(
sym: PT (H)→ P(H)
)
⊆ im
(
id− ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
and the reverse inclusion is obvious. This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.4. 
Remark 6.5. It is in contrast to the previous theorem not true that
ker
(
id− ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
= im
(
id + ∗ : PT (H)→ PT (H)
)
as can easily seen for H = Z.
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